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Play school is a place where your child will start learning their new kind of life apart from parents
lap. At initial time they may not feel comfortable for joining the school and may also start crying too.
But slowly and gradually when they will be sensitive about their surroundings, fellowstudentâ€™s
involvements in classroom activities then they will start feel to be mix in school with teachers and
students. The ideal age for a baby to be enrolled in playschools in Kolkata is minimum 13 months.
By the age of 2.5 years you can take admission of your child to any good primary school in class
nursery.

Every play school has their own methodology of teaching and learning program for their school in
Kolkata.  They have been hired most qualified and trained faculty for teaching the kids brain. Every
child has their own conception to garb the teaching according to their moods. Basically students will
develop their disciplinary rules in the class room regarding basic studiesand manners. If your child
will be well accustomed with this play way method of learning then they can easily cope up with their
primary school interaction session to get admission there. The basic infrastructure is also made by
considering the facts of each type of child basic requirements from entrance of the school gate up to
the basic utility too. The lawn is structured in such a manner with in the schools premises that each
student can play with swings as well as can do lots of performing arts such as gardening etc. 
Students get hands on experience with language Development, Number work, Science, Music, Art
and the list is endless which is depends upon the occasions too!

Boarding schools are meant for those children who either want to go for special training e.g. in
defense sector from the class LKG to IIX grade. Or the students whose parents are busy in their
daily routine and enable to give the proper responsetowards the entiredevelopments of their kids. 
To sort out all such problems of parentsboarding schools in Kolkata are providing their best services
with the aim to make the students better future via performing  excellence in their academicsorright
personality developments . The students who are studying or being pass out from such schools can
become more independent to handle their each life tasks. These are basically English medium
schools and adopting the Bangla as the second language but not compulsory to study. Basic profit
of studying in boarding school lays in providing the accommodation and eateriesfacilities with in the
school premises. Students have to stay along with their school teaching and non teaching staffs.
The simple medical facilities are also available in the schools to handle any sudden or normal
injuries etc. Students have to stay here in the campus for the whole academic session and at week
ends they can meet with their parents by taking prior permission from schools teachers.

There is a marginal difference in boarding and Day Boarding Schools in Kolkata. Students needs to
come school every day but can return back to home when their parents get free at evening after
office, they can pick their children from day boarding schools.
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consultancy to parents and schools for fast and easy online school admission process. Parents can
locate a Global Kids Republic School or a Toddlers International School of their choice selected
from the directory of schools listed on the site and applies to them. They can also search for a
Learner's Castle as per their choice and fill up the school application forms online.
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